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What is task lighting?
Task lighting is defined as operational lighting that provides enough brightness to help you complete required 
daily tasks. The main considerations when it comes to task lighting is that it is bright enough and fit for purpose.

Which areas in a kitchen are task lighting?
Under cabinet lighting
In cabinet lighting
Drawer lighting
Pendant/over island lighting
Ceiling lighting

Which areas in a bathroom are task lighting?
Over mirror lighting
In mirror lighting
Ceiling lighting
Pendant lighting
In cabinet lighting
Wall lighting either side of a mirror/sink

Which areas in a bedroom are task lighting?
Reading lighting
Bedside lighting
Ceiling lighting
Wardrobe lighting
Drawer lighting
Pendant lighting

What should you consider when adding task lighting?
How much natural light you have in your room and the placement of that natural light
The colour of your work surfaces
The aesthetics you’d like to achieve
What colour temperature you’d like your lighting to be
What the various tasks are that will take place in that room
If there’s a lack of natural lighting in your room, this should be compensated for in the placement, brightness and 
type of lighting you select.type of lighting you select.
If the work surfaces you will be performing your tasks on are dark in colour, the type and colour temperature of 
lighting you select should reflect this. However, if your surfaces are lighter in colour they will be naturally brighter, 
so the task lighting you choose will have less of an impact other than aesthetically.
It is important to consider the various tasks that will take place in your room. Subsequently, you should ensure 
that the lighting you select is bright enough to assist you in these tasks. For example, for the preparation of food 
in a kitchen the lighting would need to be very bright in the interest of safety.
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